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At the present time, when the work in the branfch of sociology has been re
newed at our universities and institutes, it is proper to remind ourselves of the
history of this empiric and theoretic science in our country. This seems desirable,
among other reasons, because of the fact that there is no science in any country
to develop regardless either of the development of the particular scientific dis
cipline on a world scale or of its results in the respective country.
As to the history of Czechoslovak sociology itself, we may assert that it attained
an international standard and was appreciated in foreign literature. That is why
our present sociology faces the task of resuming its progressive home traditions.
To resume traditions, to acknowledge their validity in any science, consequently
also in sociology, means, however, the necessity of realizing in which problems
it is indispensable to exceed the traditions, which solutions it is possible and
urgent to surpass.
The problematics of the history of our sociology is of a rather wide range and
heterogeneity. For this reason we shall merely concentrate on some questions
concerning the relation of the present-day Marxist sociology and our former nonMarxist sociology in this paper, and on such sociologists whose work can be
resumed with qualification and carried on at present.
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I
The relation of our contemporary sociology and its Czechoslovak sociological
tradition should be tackled from two standpoints of view:
1. From the standpoint of the relation of Marxist sociology to non-Marxist
sociology.
2. From the standpoint of the long cultural interruption caused by the Second
World War, as well as by the subsequent so-called personality cult period.
The question of the mutual relationship of Marxist and non-Marxist sociology
may be seriously dealt with only at the present day when the dogmatic sectarian
prejudices are being gradually overcome and when the positive aspects of the
cultural heritage are being accepted in the spirit of creative Marxism.
When evaluating our culture we must not start with simplified criteria, as
it used to be the case in rather recent years. Neither the question of the relation
ship of idealism and materialism nor the connection of individual scientists'
political affiliations with their theoretical work, should be simplified.
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Let us illustrate this problem by means of the work of our pre-war sociologists.
In 1926, Jan Dusek published an extensive Sociology in Prague. His epistemolsgical platform was materialist monism, he referred to Darwin, Haeckel,
of the sociologists primarily to Spencer, then to Gumplowicz and to others. As
a motto to his work he used the quotation "Sociologus nemo nisi biologus".
Though we might think some of his ideas ridiculous, we cannot fail to see the
rough reductionist tendency originating racial theories in sociology, the Nazi
geopolitics etc. Vulgar materialism, as well as nai've realism, can manifest them
selves in equally detrimental political theories as some most outspoken idealism.
Let us mention the work of Bedfich Vasek as an example of an extreme
idealism. Bedfich Vasek, professor of sociology at the Theoretical Institute at
Olomouc,, combines in his Sociology — epistemologically, as he says himself —
two sources: 1. the observation of social life, and 2. divine revelation. His work
contains, basically, the doctrine of the Catholic Church. It is a theological
sociology.
In both quoted examples extra-social principles and conceptions are applied
to social phenomena. Both cases point out the danger of one-sided deductive
approaches when building sociological systems.
When reconsidering our sociology during the period between the two World
Wars, we must not, however, set a sign of equality between the significance of
the works of individual sociologists and their adherence to political parties.
An example illustrating the necessity of differentiating among sociologists
organized in one political party is offered by the rural sociology which used
to be supported by the former agrarian party.
At the impulse of Dr. Milan Hodza, a sociological department was founded
at the Czechoslovak Agricultural Academy publishing relatively very conser
vative works, such as "Filosofie selstvi" (The Philosophy of Farmerhood) by
Holecek on the one hand, but, on the other hand, some very valuable sociological
results which can be made use of by our present rural sociology.
The next problem, i.e. that of the long break in the development of our socio
logy, is a serious one, as well. As a matter of fact, that break had started as early
as the period of Munich and lasted till the liberation of our Republic in 1945.
The closing down of Czechoslovak universities and the interruption of all con
nections with abroad had unfavourable consequences for the further develop
ment of our sociology.
The relatively short interval of 1945—1949 was not long enough to over
come the war-time interruption to the full. Though the "Sociological Review"
brought reviews of sociological work in the United States, France, Poland and
other countries during World W ar II, it was not possible to get acquainted
with the complete development of the science of sociology during the W ar
and the years thereafter.
The post-war process of reestablishing the work in the branch of sociology
was again interrupted, which is a well known fact, for a long time during the
period of the so-called personality cult.
Under such circumstances the question arises as to whether, and to what
extent, we can consider the possibility of resuming the work of our older socio
logy; whether its results have not become too antiquated.
The answer will follow from the next part of our paper. All the same, we
consider it proper to lay stress on one important fact in advance:
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Our sociologists, at least the best known among them, started off from the
classical school of Emile Durkheim who is generally regarded as one of the
founders of modern sociology. At the same time they did not accept his theses
without qualification, particularly the representatives of the Brno sociological
school. As the works of two representatives of the present-day American socio
logy, Talcott Parsons and Robert K. Merton, awaken the most vivid attention
in his country as well as in the neighbouring Poland, it is useful to mention
that Parsons followed Durkheim's footsteps, too (besides Max Weber's and
Bronislav Malinowski s). Merton, on his part, is also influenced by Durkheim,
as well as by Karl Mannheim and other West-European sociologists.
In a sense the structural-functional conception of society in the interpretation
of these leading American sociologists is not thoroughly new in the light of the
views which were reached by our pre-war sociology. At the same time the latter
avoids the sociologistic nominalism and psychologism of the American structuralfunctional school.
9

II
After these introductory remarks we shall try to give an account of the pro
gressive traditions of our sociology. We shall not endeavour to enumerate all
names. They can be found elsewhere. Yet we should like to draw the reader's
attention to the fact that there are cases of considerable inexactitude, not to say
blunders, in many surveys of the development of Czechoslovak sociology.
Our treatise will concentrate on outlining developmental tendencies of pre
war Czechoslovak sociology and, besides, on characterizing the sociological
systems of those representatives of our sociology whose respective works deserve
to be carried along, in a way.
The emergence of sociology in this country may be laid in the years when
positivism, somewhat belatedly, found its way to our country. The most im
portant Czech positivist was Frantisek Krejci (1858—1934). T. G. Masaryk
(1850—1937) is generally acknowledged as the founder of our sociology. His
importance, from the viewpoint of sociological traditions, consists particularly
in his having introduced Comte to us and in having acquainted our philosophers
with the latter's opinions on sociology as a science about society.
Masaryk's work aimed partly at the philosophy of history, that traditional
problematics of both Czech philosophy and sociology (here belong especially
"Ceska otazka" (The Czech Question, 1895), "Nase nynejsi krise" (Our Present
Crisis, 1895), and „Otazka socialni" (The Social Question, 1898), partly at the
discipline of sociology itself, in such works as, above all, "Sebevrazda" (Suicide,
Der Selbstmord als soziale Massenerscheinung, 1881, 1904 in Czech), "Rukovef
sociologie" (Handbook of Sociology — Nase doba, 1900) and "Zakladove konkrelne logiky" (Principles of Concrete Logic, 1885).
The evaluation of Masaryk's sociological ideas can be based, on the one hand,
upon the articles of some non-Marxist theorists, and, on the other hand, upon
some critical papers written by Marxists. From the viewpoint of historical
materialism an interesting analysis was given by Ludvik Svoboda. He objects
to the excessive emphasis laid on social statics and to the lack of interest in
social development in Masaryk's sociological conception, and further to his
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individualistic psychologism. Of the non-Marxist authors a penetrating critique
was given by J . L . Fischer who justly points to the fact that Masaryk's con
ception is not sociology in the proper meaning of the word, but rather social
philosophy.
Masaryk, of course, had a remarkable influence upon practically all our
pre-war sociologists.
Eduard Benes may be considered to be his direct pupil; his immediate suc
cessor at the Caroline University was Bretislav Foustka (1862—1947). It was
due to him that the first seminar for sociology on Czechoslovak territory was
founded, among his other merits we may point out a vivid activity in trans
lating fundamental works of world's sociology.
The main task of our sociology during the period between the two World
Wars can be briefly summed up as follows: 1. The organization of empiric
sociological research studies, and 2. the construction of sociological systems.
From the standpoint of the traditions of our sociology, from the standpoint
of our possible resumption of these traditions, the systems which were created
by our non-Marxist sociologists are, naturally, of greater importance for us.
Among our most outstanding systematists we should name Emanuel Chalupny
(1879—1958), assistant professor of sociology in Brno. His principal work
Sociology, I—V, is a really extensive, in many respects instructive work.
E. Chalupny conceives sociology as a science about civilization or culture,
and therefore as one of the pronouncedly humanistic sciences dealing with
human society, as one of the branches of anthropology in the broadest meaning
of the term. Anthropology, according to Chalupny, has the following branches:
1. physical anthropology dealing predominantly with the corporal, biological
properties of man (consequently with that sphere which is traced by anthro
pology as a branch of biological sciences);
2. psychical anthropology which studies the mentality of man (which, of course,
is called psychology in his classification of sciences);
3. cultural anthropology which is called sociology.
According to Chalupny, sociology and cultural anthropology fuse practically
into each other, though he remarks that the discipline of cultural anthropology
is mostly concerned with the so-called primitive cultures, whereas sociology
usually studies the problems of contemporary societies in industrially developed
countries.
Sociology as a science about civilization can be more closely delimited, accord
ing to Chalupny, by determining the constituent parts of which society is com
posed. Human activities (material and mental) from the basis of human society.
These activities are stimulated by agents: in the first place by men (individuals
and social groups), secondly by human products, and thirdly by nature.
The process of an activity tending towards its j)roducts is called an objectification. Every social activity being directed towards its objectification, it is
possible to define sociology as the "science about objectification".
The extensive work of Emanuel Chalupny is doubtlessly inspiring in many
ways, though a good deal of his ideas cannot be accepted without qualification.
Chalupny did not succeed in avoiding an often rather outspoken formalism,
as happens to be the case with scientists concentrated primarily on the problem
of.a strict classification and assortment of all phenomena.
Personally, I am convinced that the system of the Brno Sociological School
13
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is much nearer to our present Marxist sociology, especially so since this school
applies the structural-functional conception of society which is being success
fully elaborated even in the present-day Marxist sociology.
The two main representatives of the Brno Sociological School were Arnost
Bldha (1879-1960) and J . L. Fischer (*1894). First of all let us deal with the
system of J . L . Fischer. When concentrating our attention on the system of
professor Blaha further on, we shall then be able to take notice of his empirical
research studies and of the works of his pupils.
J. L . Fischer, known mostly as a philosopher, started his university career
as a lecturer in sociology in Brno, 1926. Fischer's sociological system is set
forth in his work "Krise demokracie" (The Crisis of Democracy).
Philosophically, or better to say gnoseologically, he started off from the critic
ism of "theoretic mechanicism", as he denotes the positivistic and mechanistic
materialist conceptions. Theoretically he tries to comprehend reality — which
he determines as "an extensive qualitative differentiation in its dialectical de
velopment" — through his "syntactic philosophy" the principal categories of
which are: quality, structure, and (unction.
The starting point of his philosophical system is the problem of how it is
possible to take cognisance of and comprehend the real determination of social
formations and processes which are in a permanent development and can be
investigated solely in a concrete historical situation. What is common to all
of Velka nad Velickou, worked out the plan of a many-sided research of Brno
investigation of our society, he organized the sociological study of the village,
social formations in all historical circumstances is the fact that they satisfy
a certain social function.
That is why the functional method is, as J . L . Fischer writes in 1933, the
only to cover both the dynamic and the static aspect of the dialectic develop
ment of specific social formations and of the whole social structure.
J. L. Fischer distinguishes between 1. functional determination, i.e. the real
meaning, the "substance" of social phenomena, and 2. functional conditioning
which means, as Fischer says, "the predominance of the whole over the parts",
i.e. that the specific social formations are bound by the social whole.
Hence society represents a system of social functions. Social functions are
interest-conditioned tendencies, leading to their objectification. .
The system of functions tends towards a consensus which is structural (social
order), as well as organizational (the State).
We cannot deal more closely with the system of J . L. Fischer in this brief
informative treatise; suffice it to mention the fact that the author is again
thinking it over and developing it at present.
The leading personality of Czechoslovak sociology according to practically all
our and foreign surveys of the history of our sociology is doubtlessly Arnost
Bldha (1879-1960).
It is important to emphasize that he carried out sociological research studies
in this country ever since 1910. He always required a systematic sociological
and of the border-land (the district of Tesin), he gave his pupils impulses for
numberless monographic studies, etc.
His main sociological works were monographies: "Mesto" (The Town, 1914),
"Sociologie sedlaka a delnika" (The Farmer's and the Worker's Sociology, 1925),
"Sociologie detstvi" (Sociology of Childhood, 1926), "Dnesni krise rodinneho
14
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zivota" (Our Present Family Life Crisis, 1933), and particularly "Sociologie
inteligence" (The Sociology of Intelligentsia, 1937) which was a unique work
in the world's literature at the time it was published.
In 1930 he founded and ever since was the editor-in-chief of the journal
"Sociologicka revue" (Sociological Review). For Marxist sociologists it is im
portant to note that there was the section "Theory of socialism" in charge of
which was Ludvik Svoboda, where he followed up systematically the work
in the branch of historical materialism in the Soviet Union and elsewhere; that
the editor for sociology of art was the Marxist critic and aesthetic Bedfich
Vdclave.k; that the person entrusted to write about pedagogic problems was the
teacher-communist Oldfich Blazek, etc.
The above quoted works of Blaha were a preparatory step to a book that has
remained unpublished so far, to his "Sociologie" (Sociology) upon which he
concentrated during the world War II and during his retirement after having
finished his teacher's activities. There he defined his theory of social reality —
it may be denoted by the term of functional structuralism — and applied it
to the problems of social and cultural life. The publications of this work is under
consideration.
Blaha managed to avoid both extremes known from the history of sociology,
i.e. the one-sided objectivism (denying the significance of subjective factors
in history), as well as the excessive subjectivism. Within the framework of his
structural deterministic conception of society Blaha assigned the individual his
proper role in social development. In this respect, too, we may reexamine his
conception, especially in connection with the present-day discussions concerning
the relationship between the object and the subject in the interpretation of
Karl Marx.
Society, according to Blaha, is neither a mere sum of individuals, nor a mere
space association. It is linked together by means of an internal bond (sociopsychological structure of society) as well as by means of an external bond
(sociological structure of society), i.e. by means of an objective order which
regulates social activities. This internal and external unity of society issues
from a general social situation, from a common need of a social whole to live
and to survive as a whole. Various social, that means: orderly, activities arc
differenciated according to specific needs of the social whole which they satisfy,
i.e. according to specific social situations created by these needs. These differen
ciated social activities or social functions (tending to satisfy social needs) are
bound together by being parts of the social whole. Consequently, they are
mutually interdependent, and that in a specific manner in every concrete social
situation the character of which is besides determined by geographical environ
ment and by the physical and psychological structures of the members of the
social whole.
From the standpoint of an individual member of a social whole, to function
socially means to function according to a social order, according to social norms.
These norms should not be conceived only as norms exactly formulated and
sanctioned as they have been formed in the process of historical development.
They should be understood as pressure of all upon all, as a necessity issuing
from the fact that these members of the social whole, if their permanent co
operative life is to safeguarded, have to order their mutual psychological re
lations as well as relations pertaining to common activities, into socio-psycholo16
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gical and sociological structures (the psyche of a family, nation, political party,
types of activities).
Let us enlarge upon the mutual relationship of the individual and society
as it follows from Blaha's structural determinism. In Blaha's conception the
activities of man are socially determined. Every individual always acts in the
conditions of a certain social situation, under the pressure of social norms. This
is one side of the reciprocal relation between the individual and the society.
However, the individual is not passive with respect to social determinism, being
co-creator. Not only social constraint, but also "conscious activism". The creative
activity of individuals who are co-creators, of social determinism is one of the
components of the structural factors determining social processes.
In this respect every creative and active individual is reserved the possibility
of affecting social situations and cooperating in the process of transformation
and the development of social regulations determining the function of the given
society and the individual. Blaha is very convincing in explaining his conception
of the creative activity of the individual as a corcreator of social influence in
many places of his work "Sociologie inteligence" (Sociology of Intelligentsia,
1937).
In this way Blaha overcomes Durkheim's doctrine about the one-sided
influence of social environment, thus approaching the present-day sociology
as to the conception of the reciprocal relationship of the individual and the
society.
Blaha clearly conceives every "I" as a certain structure, too. Every "I" repre
sents, withiri the framework of this conception "a system of an individual T
implying, a number of social 'selves' ", according to the individual's affiliation
in various social groups (I — as a family member, I
member of a Certain
nation, class, profession. This conception of different social "selves" is Very
close to the theory of social roles as \t is current in the social psychology and
sociology of today.
Among Blaha's pupils we can mention primarily his assistant Dr. Bruno
Zwicker (1907—1944), further Dr. Juliana Obrdlikovd and Dr. Mojmir Hdjek
who is at present member of. the renewed Sociological Department at the Uni
versity in Brno.
The Brno School of Sociology, represented above all by the names of Arnost
Blaha and J . L. Fischer, doubtlessly may be considered as that trend, of our
sociology which has come most closely to the present-day, conception, of social
reality.
Trying to form the conception of modern Marxist sociology, i.e. sociology
starting- off from Marx's theses about society, and to preserve his critical,
creative attitude towards investigated social phenomena, our Marxist sociologists
can in many respects tie up with the traditions of our sociology, especially of
its structural-funotiooal school17
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P 0 K R 0 K 0 V £ T B A D I C E £ESKE SOCIOLOGIE
Cilem clanku je naznacit nektere progreslvni stranky ve vyvoji ceske sociologie, jejiz
celkova vedeoka uroveii byla v obdobi mezi dvema svetovymi valkami kladne hodnocena
v zahranicni odborne literature.
V prvni casti se autor zamysli nad vztahem dnesni nasi sociologie k drivejsim tradicim
teto vedy u nas. Ukazuje, ze tento vztah je tfeba posuzovat ze dvou aspektu:
1. z hlediska pomeru marxisticke a nemarxisticke sociologie,
2. z hlediska dlouhodobe kulturni pfetrzky.
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Odmita zjednodusena meritka manristjcke kritiky nemanristickych nazoru, jak byla uplatiiovana v obdobi tzv. kultu osobnosti. Ukazuje dale, ze mnahe nazory nasich sociologu jsou
dodnes platne a v mnoha smerecb. velmi podnetne. Musime je ovsem kritioky hodnotit.
V teto souvislosti autor odmita stanoviska redukckmismu (Jan Dusek) i teologicke sociologie
(Bedfich Vasek), jez se v nasi sociologii tez vyskytovala.
Ve druhe casti se Mize zabyva dilem pfednich pfedstavitelii nasi empiricke sociologie.
SoustfeJuje pozomost zejmena k tern jejim pfedstavitelum, ktefi dospeh' ke strukturalne
funkcionalnimu pojeti spolecnosti. K nim patri filosof a sociolog kultury J . L. Fischer a pfedevsim I. Arnojit Blalia, profesor sociologie na filosoficke fakulte v Brne.
Pfi hodnoceni Blahova dila, ktere si zasluhuje soustavne studium a dukladny kriticky
rozbor, vyzdvihuje autor zejmena strukturalni determinismus, ktery umoznil Blahcvi vyvarovat se striktniho objektivismu i krajniho subjektivismu a vcdku sporne osvetlit vztah
jedinec a spolecnost, ulohu lidu i osobnosti. Strukturalni pojeti spolecnosti pak umoznilo
Blahovi chapat dobfe vztahy tzv. „individualniho ja" k ruznym „socialnim ja", jez je obdobne pojeti socialnich rclf v soucasne sociologii a socialni psychologii.

